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1. Introduction

The relationship between temperature, mortality, and occupation is an important and

not fully understood economic issue. Although it is well established that extreme tem-

peratures increase the morbidity and mortality of exposed individuals, only a handful

of studies asses whether the effect is heterogeneous across different labor groups (Yang

et al., 2012; Heo et al., 2016; Ingole et al., 2017; Park et al., 2019). A person’s work de-

termines the intensity and likelihood of exposure to extreme temperature events through

the amount of time spent outdoors or working in a temperature-controlled workplace.

Additionally, an individual’s occupation is a good proxy for other relevant determinants

of temperature-mortality relationships, such as age, income, education, and overall health

status. This article is one of the first national studies of temperature-mortality to exam-

ine heterogeneous effects for occupations beyond blue and white-collar workers. Similar

to Deschenes and Moretti (2009), we estimate the relationship between temperature and

mortality using non-parametric panel regression models that allow us to analyze how

fifteen separate temperature bins affect daily municipal mortality for agriculture, blue-

collar, informal, white-collar, and unemployed workers.

We account for common concerns when evaluating the relationship between ex-

treme temperatures and mortality in three ways. First, the empirical strategy controls

for the effects of unobservables by including municipality-by-year-by-month fixed effects

that adjust for seasonal and geographic differences in mortality across municipalities;

weather covariates like humidity and precipitation to control for the impact of correlated

weather events; and dummy-variables for the flu season, the 2009 H1N1 epidemic, and

the day of the week when the person died. Second, we adjust for mortality displacement

by specifying two different models; a contemporaneous model capturing the impact of
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temperature on same-day mortality and a dynamic model estimating the effect one month

after exposure.1 Third, there is evidence that the effect of extreme temperatures depends

on the type of exposure (Kalkstein and Davis, 1989; Ballester et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014;

Longden, 2019). For example, cold and heatwaves may have different impacts depending

on prevailing average temperatures during the winter or summer months. To examine the

effect of sudden changes in average temperatures, we look at the difference between the

three and thirty-day rolling means of average daily temperatures at the time of death.2

The data comes from the Mexican National Institute of Geography and Statis-

tics mortality records and the Mexican National Water Commission’s weather stations.

Mexico is an attractive country for studying the different effects of extreme temperatures

on occupational mortality because of its diverse labor market, including notable employ-

ment in the service, agricultural, and manufacturing sectors; its considerable variation

in extreme hot and cold temperatures due to a broad diversity of climate zones; and the

depth of information on its death certificates. Specifically, the mortality records contain

information on the deceased’s occupation, age, cause of death, educational attainment,

employment status, and whether they were economically active before dying.

Consistent with previous evidence for Mexico and the United States (Cohen and

Dechezleprêtre, 2019; Deschenes and Moretti, 2009), we find that the impact of extreme

heat dissipates when we account for the dynamic effects of exposure. In contrast, the

influence of extreme cold increases mortality several days after the event. Heterogeneous

results by labor group show that white-collar professionals are significantly less affected

1The specification of the dynamic model is consistent with several studies using similar distributed lag
models (Braga et al., 2001; Deschenes and Moretti, 2009; White, 2017; Otrachshenko et al., 2018;
Cohen and Dechezleprêtre, 2019).

2The Australian Bureau of Meteorology designed the index. Several previous articles have used it to
analyze the adverse effects of extreme coldwave and heatwave episodes (Langlois et al., 2013; Nairn
and Fawcett, 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Longden, 2018).
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by extreme temperatures than agricultural, blue-collar, and informal workers. These

results persist even when we control for different age-structures across occupations. Ex-

amining unemployed persons’ susceptibility reveals that the highest impact of extreme

temperatures accrues to elderly and retired workers. Concerning the cause of death, we

find that cold temperatures increase heart attacks, diabetes, and influenza/pneumonia-

related mortality. The cold increases the number of heart attacks across all labor groups,

including white-collar professionals. Increased diabetes-related deaths during the cold

only occurs for blue-collar and informal workers. And influenza/pneumonia-related mor-

tality during the cold increases for all labor groups but white-collar workers. These results

are in line with previous epidemiological studies finding that cardiovascular, respiratory,

and cerebrovascular mortality increases with exposure to extreme temperatures (Basu

and Samet, 2002; Medina-Ramón et al., 2006; Anderson and Bell, 2009; Son et al., 2019).

Another unique element of this research is assessing mortality by labor type and

climate zone (i.e., arid, temperate, and tropical). We find that blue-collar, informal, and

agricultural workers in arid municipalities are more likely to die from extreme tempera-

tures. White-collar workers are rarely affected by extreme heat and cold events across all

climate zones. Interestingly, workers in tropical regions are less affected than in the other

climate zones. This adaptation could come through reduced work on hot days, variation

in working hours, seasonal work practices, or acclimatization. These results are consis-

tent with studies finding heterogeneous effects across climate zones in Australia and the

United States (Barreca, 2012; Longden, 2019; Heutel et al., 2020). In contrast to Cohen

and Dechezleprêtre (2019), which is also a study of temperature-mortality in Mexico, we

find heterogeneous effects when assessing heterogeneous mortality across climate zones.

Our work build upon previous studies on the temperature-mortality relationship
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by examining the effect across several work categories. We also assess how age, climate

zones, and the cause of death influence the relationship between temperature, mortality,

and occupation. And although there are other studies on heterogeneous impacts across

labor groups, they tend to focus only on white and blue-collar workers (Yang et al., 2012;

Heo et al., 2016; Park et al., 2019). An exception is one study that finds significant

effects of hot temperatures on South Korean elderly agricultural workers (Kim et al.,

2014). Moreover, there is also a range of articles associating high temperatures with

work-related injuries. For instance, Xiang et al. (2014) show that laborers, intermediate

production, transport workers, and trades-persons have higher injury claims during hot

temperatures than individuals in other occupations. Additionally, the health economics

literature associate impoverished working conditions and blue-collar occupations with

worsened health status later in life (Fletcher et al., 2011; Schmitz, 2016; Ravesteijn et al.,

2018).

2. Mechanisms

Consider the utility function U(x, s) where x refers to consumption and s to the proba-

bility of survival. The utility of a representative worker (i) is equivalent to Ui = U(xi, si).

This function is monotonic, concave, and continuous for both xi and si, i.e., ∂U
∂(x,s)

≥ 0

& ∂U
∂2(x,s)

≤ 0. The probability of survival takes the functional form si = S(xs, t). In it,

t refers to temperature exposure and xs to the consumption of survival goods. Based

on a range of epidemiological studies, incl. Gasparrini et al. (2015) and Hurtado-Díaz

et al. (2019), we assume a bell-shaped relationship between the probability of survival

and temperature, and a monotonic, concave, and continuous relationship with xs. The

bell-shaped temperature-survival function reaches its maximum at the point of thermal
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comfort, equivalent to the individual’s optimal temperature exposure level (Longden,

2019).

A worker’s trade is a significant determinant of survival probabilities through

its influence on the consumption of survival goods (xs) and temperature exposure (t).

For instance, agricultural laborers differ from office workers in their likelihood of tem-

perature mortality because of heterogeneous consumption habits, weather exposure, and

access to healthcare. Figure 1 shows the theoretical temperature-survival function for

white and blue-collar workers. As noted, the function’s shape is different between both

labor groups because of different consumption patterns, individual characteristics, and

temperature susceptibility. In this study, we hypothesize that extreme temperatures

have harsher consequences on agricultural, blue-collar, informal, and unemployed workers

than white-collar professionals because of greater weather exposure and fewer adaptation

mechanisms. Formally, days away from the point of thermal comfort negatively affect

the survival probabilities of a representative white-collar professional (i) less than for a

blue-collar worker (j) in the form |∂S(x
s
i ,ti)

∂ti
| ≤ |∂S(x

s
j ,tj)

∂tj
|. If confirmed, it would be the first

national evidence of an asymmetrical impact of extreme temperatures across these five

different occupation groups.

Studying the heterogeneous effect of extreme temperatures across labor groups

is policy-relevant as the exposure of certain workers to excessive temperatures will affect

their overall welfare through a reduction in the utility function ∂U(xj ,sj)

∂tj

∂S(xs
j ,tj)

∂tj
≤ 0. If

this reduction is different across occupations, national governments should implement

occupation-specific compensation and protection policies like seasonal work practices,

different working hours during extreme temperatures, greater access to heating or cooling,

or compensation via direct income transfers.
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Figure 1: Relationship of the survival function concerning temperature

Notes: This figure plots the theoretical relationship between temperature and the probability of survival.
The red line marks the point of thermal comfort, which is set to 20°C. It is important to note that the
relationship between temperature and survival is consistent with St(t) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ t ≤ (̂t) ∧ St(t) ≤
0 ⇐⇒ t > (̂t).

3. Data

The Mexican National Institute of Geography and Statistics (INEGI) collects data on the

place and time of death for each person who dies in Mexico. We use data for the period

between January 1998 and December 2017. The data-set includes the deceased per-

son’s gender, age, employment status, occupation, education, nationality, marital status,

and cause of death (i.e., International List of Causes of Death [ICD] code). To exam-

ine heterogeneous effects across labor-groups, we aggregate the number of unemployed,

white-collar, blue-collar, agriculture, and informal workers’ deaths to the municipal level.

Additionally, we can distinguish between economically active and inactive unemployed.3

Figure 2 presents the average monthly and yearly mortality rates per one thousand in-

habitants for the entire country. Mortality is higher in the winter because of the impact

3It is important to note that there is intertemporal inconsistency in the collection of data by INEGI. In
general, the data sets come in four distinct batches: 1990-1997, 1998-2004, 1999-2011, and 2011-2017.
Each of these year-groups contains a subset of the previously mentioned covariates. Moreover, the
coding of several variables changed between and within batches. For consistency, we homologize the
coding of labor groups across all batches. In the appendix, Table 2 shows the concordance between
the different batches of data.
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of cold-related morbidities like influenza, i.e., average mortality in January and Decem-

ber is 4.97 and 4.53 deaths per 1,000 persons, while for the spring and summer months

(between April and September), mortality is not higher than 3.83 deaths per 1,000 in-

habitants. Concerning long-term trends, the yearly time-series reveals that 2001 had the

lowest average mortality rate per one thousand inhabitants, with 2.38 deaths per 1,000

inhabitants, and 2016 the highest with almost 3.01 deaths per 1,000 inhabitants. This

sharp increase is due to an aging population and the consequences of the ongoing civil

conflict between the government and drug cartels.

Figure 2: Temporal Variation in average mortality

Table 1 shows the percentage of mortality for each occupation across different

ages and causes of death. On average, agricultural and unemployed workers die older

than blue and white-collar laborers. Most agrarian workers die from heart attacks, while

the other labor groups from cancer/neoplasms. Diabetes affects unemployed persons

the most, and influenza/pneumonia-related mortality has the worst impact on informal

workers.

The temperature data comes from 1,994 automated weather stations containing

daily measures of precipitation, evaporation, and the maximum and minimum temper-

ature between January 1990 and December 2017. We use inverse distance weighting
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Table 1: Share of deaths across different sub-groups for each occupation (percent)
Agricultural

Workers
Blue

Collar

Unemployed
and

Retired

Informal
Sector

White
Collar

Age Groups
10-20 years old 0.43 0.75 1.56 2.21 0.15
20-30 years old 1.78 5.23 1.87 3.47 3.39
30-40 years old 3.56 10.03 2.79 6.60 8.08
40-50 years old 6.23 16.18 5.45 11.48 16.14
50-60 years old 10.40 21.13 10.72 17.17 23.56
60-70 years old 17.10 18.93 18.69 19.04 20.19
>70 years old 60.49 27.75 58.91 40.04 28.49

ICD 10 Chapter
Diabetes 6.11 8.60 10.21 7.86 8.52
Heart Attacks 13.55 12.20 12.98 11.40 13.61
Influenza and Pneumonia 2.92 2.32 2.58 3.68 2.49
Neoplasm 12.95 15.49 13.95 12.34 22.61
Other Conditions 64.47 61.39 60.28 64.71 52.78

Notes: This table shows the share of fatalities across occupations, age groups, and ICD 10 Chapter
classifications. Each column-row combination adds to one hundred, and it displays the percentage
of deaths accruing to that category. For instance, the table’s first entrance shows that 0.43% of all
agricultural fatalities are those aged between ten and twenty years old.

to assign daily weather values to each municipality with measuring stations in a two-

hundred-kilometer radius from its centroid. Figure 3 presents the location of all mon-

itoring stations and the average temperatures across all Mexican municipalities. The

majority of stations are in the densely populated Mexican Valley and the western low-

lands. The hottest areas are in the Sonora desert and the coast, and the coldest regions

are the temperate trans-volcanic belt in the center of the country and the Tarahumara

mountains in the northwest.

(a) Weather Monitoring Stations in Mexico (b) Average Temperatures by municipality

Figure 3: Location of weather measuring stations and average temperature by municipality in Mexico
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4. Empirical Strategy

We assess the impact of temperature on mortality non-parametrically by dividing temper-

atures into fifteen exposure bins. The only functional restriction within this methodology

is that the effect of temperature on mortality is linear within these bins. Equation 1 shows

the econometric specification of our main regression model.

log(Mortjmt + 1) =
15∑
i=0

βiBini
mt + δmyM +W ′

mtλ+ αt + ϵmt (1)

in it, log(Mortmt+1) is the log value of mortality for labor group j at municipality m for

time t. Bini
mt is a vector equal to one when the average temperature or temperature index

at time t and district m coincides with bin i. For the daily average temperature, there are

fifteen two-degree bins between 6°C and 32°C with a central temperature range of thermal

comfort between 20°C and 22°C. For the temperature index, there are fifteen one-degree

bins between -6°C and 7°C with a central temperature range of thermal comfort between

0°C and 1°C. βi is the point estimate of interest, it shows the average mortality effect of a

day in bin i with respect to a day within the temperature range of thermal comfort. δmyM

is a vector of municipality-by-month-by-year fixed effects that control for seasonality and

cross-sectional differences in mortality across municipalities. For 19 years of data and

2,450 municipalities, this equates to approximately 559,000 estimates of seasonal and

local factors. Wmt is a matrix of other weather covariates like precipitation and humidity,

and αt are a set of dummy variables that control for the annual influenza season and the

swine flu (A/H1N1) pandemic that occurred in Mexico during 2009. Finally, ϵmt is an

idiosyncratic error term assumed uncorrelated with βi.

The previous model only captures the impact of extreme temperatures on same-
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day mortality. However, extreme temperatures can either shift the death of vulnerable

people forward by a couple of days or increase fatalities several days after the temperature

episode. For instance, if extreme temperatures only kill fragile persons who are likely to

die in the following days, then the long-term impact on mortality would be lower than

same-day mortality. On the contrary, if exposure increases mortality several days after the

event because of health complications or increased vulnerability, the short term impact

would underestimate long term effects. Excess mortality occurs when mortality is higher

than usual. To control for mortality displacement, we specify a dynamic version of the

previous model. Using two different models allows us to compare increases in mortality

that occur soon after exposure (contemporaneous model) and those that prevail over a

more extended period (dynamic model). Equation 2 shows the econometric specification

of the dynamic model. The only difference to the contemporaneous design is the inclusion

of thirty lagged bin variables in the term
∑30

j=0

∑11
i=0 βi−jBini−j

mt .

log(Mortmt + 1) =
30∑
j=0

15∑
i=0

βi−jBini−j
mt + δcyM +W ′

mtλ+ αt + ϵmt (2)

5. Results

5.1. Temperature-related mortality for the general population

Figure 4 shows the dynamic and contemporaneous point estimates for the relationship

between daily average temperature and mortality for the entire population. To simplify

interpretation, we exponentiate the log-linear estimates and present them as the effect of

that temperature bin compared to the range of thermal comfort (20°C - 22°C). We inter-
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pret this estimate as relative risks, i.e., a coefficient of 1.01 is equivalent to a one percent

increase in mortality. For the contemporaneous model, consistent with our expectations,

there is a clear U-shaped relationship between mortality and temperature. Warm days

above 32°C increase same-day mortality by 4.1%, and cold days below 6°C increase it by

1.5%. For the dynamic model, the cumulative effect across thirty days for a day above

32°C is statistically insignificant, meaning that the reduction in mortality during the few

weeks after the heat shock compensates for the initial increase in death rates. Regarding

cold temperatures, days in the four lowest temperature bins (daily average temperatures

below 12°C degrees) increase the level of 30-day mortality in Mexico between 10.2% and

15.6%.

Figure 4: Impact of daily average temperatures on mortality across all of Mexico (relative risk)

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

The dynamic model results are consistent with Deschenes and Moretti (2009)

results on the long-term effects of extreme temperatures on US mortality. In their study,

they find that mortality displacement occurs for heat and excess mortality for cold. More

specifically, hot temperatures increase mortality for weak individuals who would have

died even in the absence of the shock, while cold days increase mortality for weeks after
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exposure. Several epidemiological studies suggest that this pattern prevails across aca-

demic disciplines and methodologies (Braga et al., 2001; Hajat et al., 2005; Armstrong,

2006; Guo et al., 2016).

Figure 5 presents the coefficients for the temperature index in both the dynamic

and contemporary models. For the contemporaneous model, there is a V-shaped relation-

ship between temperature and mortality, meaning that both coldwaves and heatwaves

impact mortality in the short-term. Days with a temperature index below −6°C increase

same-day mortality by 1.6%, and days with a temperature index above 7°C increase it by

0.7%. As with the dynamic model of daily average temperatures, there is an increase in

cold-related deaths and decreased heat mortality when we account for mortality displace-

ment. The estimates for heat oscillate around zero, are mostly statistically insignificant,

and very noisy.

Figure 5: Impact of the temperature index on mortality across all of Mexico (relative risk)

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of temperature index bins. The 95%
confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. For the temperature index, there are fifteen one-degree
bins between -6°C and 7°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is equivalent to
a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 0°C and 1°C). Standard errors
clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

The temperature index results are consistent with Wang et al. (2016) study on

the relationship between coldwaves and mortality. In their study, they provide evidence

that increments in the intensity of coldwaves, compatible with a lower index value, in-
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crease death rates. Nevertheless, our results differ from previous research using the same

temperature index. Longden (2018) finds strong effects of heatwaves and no impact of

coldwaves in major Australian cities. However, the threshold value for deadly heat-shocks

in Longden (2018) is higher than the most extreme heat episode in Mexico.

5.2. Effect of daily average temperatures across different labor groups

Figure 6 shows the estimates for each labor group. Panel (a) presents the contempo-

raneous model, and panel (b) the dynamic results. As expected, in panel (a), we find

significant coefficients for all labor groups, but white-collar workers. For agricultural and

blue-collar laborers, a U-shaped relationship between temperature and contemporaneous

mortality holds. Cold and hot days increase farmers’ mortality by 1.5% and 0.9%, and

blue-collars’ mortality by 0.95% and 1.0%. For informal workers, there is no significant

impact of exposure to the most frigid temperatures and a notable mortality increase of

1.2% for the hottest weather.

In the dynamic model, we find increments in same-day mortality for hot tem-

peratures and in cumulative 30-days fatalities for cold days. For blue-collar, informal,

agricultural, and white-collar workers, the cold bin with the highest impact increases

cumulative mortality by 8.3%, 6.9%, 5.7%, and 2.9%, respectively. Interestingly, we find

evidence of non-linearities during cold temperatures. Across models and occupations, the

lowest temperature bin’s impact is smaller than the effect of the second or third lowest

bins, suggesting either avoidance behavior or heterogeneous exposure during the coldest

periods of the day. A relevant example of avoidance behavior is informal laborers deciding

to stay indoors on extremely cold or hot days.4

4Informal laborers could be different from other workers due to higher labor-supply flexibility and the
impact of lower predicted sales on expected income.
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Figure 6: Impact of daily average temperatures across different occupations (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

Figure 7 shows the effect of the temperature index on mortality across occupa-

tions. Results for same-day mortality (panel a) show that heatwaves only significantly

increase same-day mortality for informal workers, while coldwaves increase mortality by

0.8%, 0.7%, 0.5%, and 0.4% for agriculture, blue-collar, informal, and white-collar work-

ers, respectively. These estimates are very similar to the effect of cold-temperatures,

except that coldwaves seem to affect white-collar workers while average temperatures

do not. This suggests that sudden and prolonged (3-day) decreases in daily tempera-

tures may counterbalance white-collars’ adaptation mechanisms. Results for the dynamic

model show that the heat-related increase in same-day mortality for informal workers dis-

sipates when focusing on a 30-day time period.

The heterogeneous results across labor groups are consistent with previous studies

that find higher blue-collar worker vulnerability to hot and cold temperatures (Yang et al.,
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Figure 7: Impact of the temperature index across different occupations (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of temperature index bins. The 95%
confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. For the temperature index, there are fifteen one-degree
bins between -6°C and 7°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is equivalent to
a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 0°C and 1°C). Standard errors
clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

2012; Heo et al., 2016; Park et al., 2019). However, these studies differ from our results as

they find large heat impacts. The difference occurs because they either do not consider

mortality displacement (Park et al., 2019) or when they do, rather than using fixed effects,

they use a spline function to control for seasonality, which is a technique more common

in the epidemiological literature (Yang et al., 2012; Heo et al., 2016).

5.3. Temperature-related mortality across labor and age groups

There is strong evidence that age is a significant determinant of temperature-related

mortality (Carson et al., 2006). If there are notable differences in age distribution across

labor-groups, then the different temperature effects could come from variations in age

rather than work-place exposure or adaptation. To examine whether the results hold

regardless of age, we re-run the contemporaneous and dynamic models for workers older
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than seventy and between fifteen and fifty years old. The intuition is that it is less

likely that temperature would confound the estimates for persons between fifteen and

fifty as the influence of age on temperature-related mortality flattens at the center of the

age distribution. Table 3 in the appendix shows the estimates of mortality for the entire

population across eight different age bins. As expected, the effects are significantly higher

at the tails of the age distribution.

Figure 8: Mortality across different age groups and occupations (percent)

(a) Workers between fifteen and fifty (b) Workers older than seventy

Figure 8 presents the relationship between deaths and age across occupations.

Panel (a) presents the share of deaths for workers aged between fifteen and fifty years old

and panel (b) presents the share of deaths for workers older than seventy. The distribution

of persons dying between fifteen and fifty years old is quite similar across labor groups.

Hence, it is unlikely that different age-structures influence out point estimates for persons

in this age category. The average age at which agriculture, blue-collar, informal, and

white-collar workers die is 39.3, 39.2, 38.9, and 40.8, respectively. And even though

white-collar workers die a bit older than the other three occupations, the difference is not
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large and should not impact our estimates.5 For persons older than seventy, agriculture

and informal workers tend to die a bit older (82.6 and 81.6 years) than blue and white-

collar laborers (80.1 and 80.6 years).6

Figure 9: Effects of daily average temperatures for workers aged between 15-50 years old (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

Figure 9 shows the estimates for workers between fifteen and fifty years old.

Each panel includes results for the contemporaneous and dynamic models. Interestingly,

estimates in both models for white-collar and agricultural workers remain insignificant.

This suggests that it is elderly agrarian workers that are influencing the previous mortality

estimates for this occupation group. For the other occupations, we find a significant

rise in cold-related mortality for blue-collar workers in the contemporaneous model and

5The standard deviation is also very similar across labor groups: agriculture; 8.59, blue-collar; 8.34,
informal; 9.9, and white-collar; 7.5.

6The current age of retirement in Mexico is sixty-five years old. So, we have also restricted the sample
to those older than seventy to capture the impact of extreme temperatures on workers who cannot
or will not retire.
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for informal and blue-collar laborers in the dynamic model (i.e., 2.3% for blue-collar

employees and 1.2% for informal workers). Concerning hot days, the only significant

coefficients is a 0.6% increase in same-day blue-collar workers’ mortality.

Figure 10 shows the estimates for workers older than seventy. In the dynamic

model, cold temperatures increase agriculture, blue-collar, and informal workers’ mortal-

ity by as much as 4.9%, 3.3%, and 4.8%. Again, there is no evidence of an increase in

cold-related mortality for white-collars. Regarding hot temperatures, the contempora-

neous estimates show increases in same-day mortality across all labor groups, with the

largest impact on agricultural workers over seventy.

Figure 10: Effects of daily average temperatures for workers aged over 70 (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

Separating labor groups into different age sub-samples highlights that elderly

agricultural workers are particularly affected by extreme temperatures. This result is in

line with Kim et al. (2014) findings that elderly farmers in South Korea are the second
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most vulnerable group after retired persons. For persons between fifteen and fifty years

old7, blue-collar workers are the most vulnerable labor group. Moreover, consistent with

our hypothesis that white-collar professionals are less affected by extreme temperatures,

the results for elderly white-collar workers are mainly insignificant.

5.4. The effect of extreme temperatures across different causes of death

Mexican death certificates contain information on the international classification of dis-

ease (ICD) codes that are recorded as a cause of death. Understanding whether extreme

temperatures have heterogeneous impacts across cause of death and occupation is impor-

tant as it may reveal the underlying morbidities that are associated with differences in

mortality. Differences in morbidities may be related to inherent labor-group characteris-

tics. These different characteristics (and prevailing morbidities) are likely to be based on

age, income, diet, exercise and exposure to different work-place environments. This sec-

tion explores the effects of extreme temperatures on mortality for the two most common

causes of death in Mexico (i.e., heart attack and diabetes) and influenza/pneumonia.

5.4.1. Heart attacks

Figure 11 contains the coefficients for heart attacks. Cold temperatures increase same-day

heart-attacks by .28%, .33%, .25%, and .15% for agriculture, blue-collar, informal, and

white-collar workers, respectively. As before, the broader impacts of cold temperatures

persist and increase in the dynamic model with point estimates equal to 1.1%, 3.4%,

2.0%, and 1.2%. For warm weather, same-day death rates increase for agriculture, blue-

collar, and informal workers by 0.46%, 0.44%, and 0.46%, and dissipate in the dynamic

model. These estimates are consistent with the findings of Madrigano et al. (2013) as
7Refer to section 6.2 for results on how temperature affects unemployed persons, including the retired.
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cold and warm temperatures increase the likelihood of heart attacks. On the contrary,

Gasparrini et al. (2012) provides evidence that the impact of hot days on heart attacks

is relatively moderate compared to other causes of death, specifically respiratory illness.

Figure 11: Impact of daily average temperatures on heart attack mortality (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

5.4.2. Diabetes

Previous epidemiological studies find that extreme temperatures lead to greater diabetes

mortality (Yang et al., 2016; Seposo et al., 2017). For example, hot days can lead to auto-

nomic neuropathy, and cold temperatures to circulatory, microvascular, and macrovascu-

lar complications. Figure 12 presents the coefficients for diabetes-related mortality. The

only significant estimates for same-day mortality correspond to increases in mortality of

0.1% and 0.3% during cold temperatures for agriculture and blue-collar workers. The

magnitude of the coefficients increases in the dynamic model leading to higher effects
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for agriculture and blue-collar workers and significant estimates for informal and white-

collar professionals. The most harmful cold bin captures an increase in excess mortality

associated with diabetes by 0.98%, 2.1%, 2.2%, and 0.66% for agriculture, blue-collar,

informal, and white-collar workers. Interestingly, there is no significant point estimate

across labor groups and models for warm temperatures.

Figure 12: Impact of daily average temperatures on diabetes mortality (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

5.4.3. Influenza and pneumonia

Several studies provide evidence that extreme temperatures increase respiratory-related

mortality more than any other morbidity group (Gasparrini et al., 2012; Gomez-Acebo

et al., 2013). Figure 13 presents the effect of average daily temperatures on mortality

associated with influenza/pneumonia. The estimates show that cold temperatures do not

increase same-day influenza/pneumonia mortality for any occupation, but coincide with
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an increase in excess mortality over a 30-day period by 0.98%, 0.91%, 1.28%, and 0.58%

for agriculture, blue-collar, informal, and white-collar workers. The contemporaneous

model’s insignificant estimates show that our fixed-effects specification sufficiently con-

trols for seasonal flu. However, influenza and pneumonia are common co-infections that

increase mortality after cold events due to health complications.

As in all previous estimates, the effect is considerably lower for white-collar pro-

fessionals. This lower estimate may happen because working in an office is a protective

factor against community-acquired pneumonia (Almirall et al., 2015). Moreover, exposure

to dust, gases, fumes, or chemicals at work can also increase pneumonia hospitalizations

in older adults (Loeb et al., 2009). Additionally, we find positive and small point esti-

mates for same-day influenza mortality during warm weather for white-collar workers.

This could be picking up instances where pneumonia is a co-infection related to other

health issues or hospitalization.

6. Additional Results

6.1. The effect of extreme temperatures across different climate zones

This section examines whether the heterogeneous impact of extreme temperatures holds

across different climate zones. Climate is a relevant factor determining the intensity of

temperature-related mortality because it affects exposure to extremes values, acclimatiza-

tion, and adaptation mechanisms (Longden, 2018, 2019). While extremely hot tempera-

tures may be common in tropical areas, people in areas with higher summer temperatures

may have better adaptation mechanisms against extreme heat than persons in more tem-

perate regions. For example, Heutel et al. (2020) finds that the mortality of the elderly
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Figure 13: Impact of daily average temperatures on influenza and pneumonia mortality (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

in the US differs by climate zone as hot days are less deadly in warm places and cold

days are less harmful in cooler regions. Longden (2018) finds that heatwaves have more

severe impacts in temperate regions in Australia. Moreover, there is also evidence that

rural outdoor workers in relatively cold areas are more susceptible to high temperatures

(Ingole et al., 2017). However, in contrast to these studies, Cohen and Dechezleprêtre

(2019), find no heterogeneous effects when assessing vulnerability across climate zones in

Mexico.

To assess the different impacts across climate zones, we divide municipalities

into arid, tropical, and temperate regions.8 Figure 20 of the appendix presents the

proportion of observations in each temperature bin for each climate zone. Arid areas

have a similar number of days to the right and left of the point of thermal comfort.

8For the division, we use the widely applied Köppen classification.
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On average, 6.5% and 8.44% of days in arid regions coincide with the three highest and

lowest bins. For temperate areas, 73% of days have an average temperature lower than

the reference bin. Finally, municipalities in tropical areas experience 2.54% and 10.55%

of days within the three lowest and highest temperature bins. As noted, the incidence

of extreme temperatures is notably different across climate zones. This heterogeneity is

relevant for our study as the extremes analyzed in previous sections may only occur in

certain parts of Mexico.

Figure 15 presents the estimates for the full sample (panel a) and the arid climate

zone (panel b). In both, mortality increases for cold temperatures in the dynamic model.

As with the previous estimates, white-collar workers’ estimates are significantly lower

than the other labor groups. For same-day mortality, the only significant coefficient for

cold temperatures coincides with agricultural workers in arid municipalities, i.e., the third

and fourth bins.

For temperate regions, cold temperatures increase same-day mortality for agri-

culture and blue-collar workers by 1.16% and 1.39%.9 This effect persists in the dynamic

model for blue-collar workers and dissipates for agricultural laborers. Additionally, the

dynamic model estimates now show significant estimates for informal and white-collar

workers. Cold days in temperate municipalities increase blue-collar, informal, and white-

collar cumulative mortality by 10.7%, 9.5%, and 1.6%. Notably, workers in the informal

and blue-collar sectors are remarkably affected by cold temperatures. Concerning heat,

the only significant coefficient occurs in the contemporaneous model for blue-collar work-

ers in temperate areas with a 0.12% increase in same-day mortality. Finally, for tropical

9For temperate regions, we adjust the temperature bins because there are very few high-temperature
days. The upper range is no longer all days with average temperatures above thirty-six degrees but
all days with values above twenty-two. Following this, the point of thermal comfort also shifts from
20-22 to 16-18 degrees C.
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Figure 14: Impact of daily average temperatures across different occupations (relative risk)

(a) Full Results (b) Arid municipalities

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

municipalities, we find that the adverse effects of cold temperatures are closer to the

point of thermal comfort. This indicates that workers in these areas are, on average,

more sensitive to the cold and tend to avoid it at extreme values. For average warm

temperatures, the only significant increase in mortality is a small same-day impact on

informal workers.

6.2. Unemployed

Complementary to the analysis of employed workers and how mortality differs across

labor groups, we now examine the impact of extreme temperatures on the unemployed.

Figure 16 shows the coefficients for the dynamic and contemporaneous models. For hot

temperatures, mortality in the contemporary model increases by 5.01% and 1.19% for

average and index temperatures. Note that the highest contemporaneous heat estimate
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Figure 15: Impact of daily average temperatures across different occupations (relative risk)

(a) Temperate municipalities (b) Tropical municipalities

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

for the employed is a 1.5% mortality increase for agricultural workers. As before, hot

temperatures in the dynamic model are insignificant. Regarding cold weather, there are

no effects on contemporaneous mortality, but mortality increases in the dynamic model to

15.9% and 8.1% for average temperatures and the temperature-index. These estimates

are again much higher than those for the other labor groups, where the highest cold-

estimates are a 6.5% and 3.6% increase in dynamic mortality for blue-collar workers.

From 2012 Mexican mortality records contain a sub-classification that divides

persons who are not currently working into two groups; economically active and inactive

individuals. Economically active are unemployed persons looking for a job and the eco-

nomically inactive are individuals who are out of the labor force. Unfortunately, before

2012, the records do not include this sub-classification. Figure 17 presents the results

across these two labor groups for the subset of observations between 2012 and 2018. The
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Figure 16: Impact of daily average temperatures on the unemployed (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

coefficients for the economically active unemployed appear as a flat line irrespective of

whether the estimates are statistically significant. This shows that the bulk of the effect

for the combined unemployed group impacts economically inactive persons, i.e., home-

makers, students, and retired. And although the point estimates are relatively small,

there is some evidence of lower mortality during cold temperatures, implying that the

economically active unemployed can avoid exposure because of greater time flexibility.

For the economically inactive unemployed, days with temperatures under 6°C increase

dynamic mortality by 9.73%. There is no significant estimate for same-day cold tem-

perature impacts. Concerning the temperature index, days under 6°C increase same-day

mortality by 0.19% and death-rates in the dynamic model increase to 11.22%. Addi-

tionally, hot temperatures increase same-day mortality by 5.71% and 1.42% for average

temperatures and the temperature index.

Next, we explore whether the high mortality estimates for the economically inac-

tive and unemployed are predominantly driven by retired workers. Figure 18 shows the
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Figure 17: Impact of daily average temperatures by type of unemployment (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

results for economically active and inactive unemployed adults older than seventy and

between fifteen and fifty years old. We assume that elderly persons not part of the labor

force are retired. Surprisingly, the results show no effect of extreme temperatures on

economically active unemployed elderly persons, suggesting that elderly workers looking

for a job have enough flexibility to avoid extreme temperatures. On the other hand, the

economically inactive elderly are very susceptible to cold in the dynamic model and are

also adversely impacted by the heat in the contemporaneous model. A day with aver-

age temperatures under 6°C increases excess mortality by 4.37%, and a day with values

above 36°C increases same-day mortality by 1.62%. Moreover, there are also some sig-

nificant estimates for economically inactive unemployed adults between fifteen and fifty

years old. Cold days increases excess mortality by 1.96%, and warm weather increases

same-day mortality by 0.31%. These results confirm that the most susceptible group in
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the study are the retired elderly and economically inactive persons.

Figure 18: Impact of daily average temperatures by type of unemployment and age (relative risk)

(a) Contemporaneous Model (b) Dynamic Model

Notes: Each figure shows the mortality estimates as a function of daily average temperature bins. The
95% confidence interval is shown as blue dotted lines. Bins increase in 2°C intervals between daily
average temperatures of 6°C and 32°C. Point estimates are converted into relative risk so that 1.01 is
equivalent to a one percent increase compared to the reference temperature range (i.e., 20°C - 22°C).
Standard errors clustered at the municipality-by-month-by-year level.

7. Conclusion

This paper assesses how temperature-related mortality differs by occupation, age, cause

of death, climate zone, and employment status. We measure these impacts using con-

temporaneous same-day and cumulative 30-days mortality. Cold temperatures lead to

significant increases in excess mortality for agricultural, blue-collar, and informal work-

ers, especially those who are over seventy years old but have not retired. This result is

consistent with Kim et al. (2014) as elderly South Korean farmers are the second most

vulnerable group to heat-related mortality after retired workers. Regarding the unem-

ployed, there is evidence that the most vulnerable sub-group is unemployed persons who
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have retired from the labor force. In contrast, those who are unemployed, over seventy

but searching for work are much less likely to die from extreme temperatures than retirees.

Upon examining the cause of death recorded in the death certificate, we find sig-

nificant increases in deaths associated with heart attacks, diabetes, and influenza/pneumonia.

Notably, there are large increases in the rate of heart attacks during cold temperatures.

Our findings include evidence that heart attacks during extreme cold are a significant

killer of blue-collar workers. And it is also the only cause of death that significantly

increases white-collar workers’ mortality.

In contrast to Cohen and Dechezleprêtre (2019), we find that whether people

live and work in arid, temperate, or tropical climate zones matters. Generally, workers

in the arid climate zone are more vulnerable to temperature extremes; this is especially

the case for blue-collar workers. Moreover, we provide evidence of notable adaptation

to temperature extremes (both hot and cold) by agricultural, blue-collar, and informal

workers in tropical climate zones.

Identifying vulnerable groups is essential for establishing effective policy and

adaptation efforts. Mexico’s policy interventions should focus on adults in vulnerable

occupations and regions. There is an urgent need to reduce vulnerability to extreme

temperatures for those without the resources or ability to adapt (especially those who

are not economically active or work in harsh conditions). Improving knowledge and

warning high-risk groups will be necessary.

Heatwave warning systems are effective when they use localized thresholds rele-

vant to the area (Benmarhnia et al., 2019). Our results should inform the re-design of

Mexican warning services. For example, Mexican authorities declare a heatwave when a

region has five or more days of extreme average maximum temperatures. However, our
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results show that three days of extreme heat and cold can cause a significant number

of same-day deaths across occupations. For example, three intense heat days leads to

significant increases in mortality for informal workers. Based on the measure we used in

this paper, modifying the heatwave definition to a three-day event seems necessary.

Mexico could also benefit from a forecasting service similar to the one in Australia.

The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) provides a heatwave forecasting service

that operates during the year’s warmer months. The Australian Heatwave Forecast ser-

vice produces five maps for the approaching five three-day periods using the temperature

index used in this study. Each map is easy to read as it shows areas where heatwave

conditions are forecast and have color-coding to display the intensity of heatwaves.

Mexico could replicate such a system, allowing individuals and a wide range of

organizations (including the media) to regularly assess the likelihood that extreme cold-

waves or heatwaves will hit their local region. Effective communication of the dangers

of extreme temperatures will be an essential driver of risk minimization and adaptation

against climate change. And these warnings need to be accessible and understandable

to a broad audience, especially those in occupations with greater exposure to extreme

temperatures (such as agricultural, blue-collar, and informal workers). Our results indi-

cate that these warnings should occur for both the heat and the cold. Consistent with

results for the United States (Deschenes and Moretti, 2009), we find that Mexico is im-

pacted by significant increases in same-day mortality due to the heat and is also subject

to significant excess mortality over a thirty-day period due to the cold.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Descriptives

Table 2: Homologization of Job Categories

Batch Initial value Homologized value

1990-1991 Foremen in the agricultural production process Agricultural
1990-1991 Support staff in the agricultural production process Agricultural
1990-1991 Direct workers in the agricultural production process Agricultural
1992-2012 Workers in agricultural, livestock, hunting and fishing activities Agricultural
2013-2017 Workers in agricultural, livestock, forestry, hunting and fishing activities Agricultural
1990-1991 Assistants in the industrial production process Blue Collar
1992-2012 Assistants in the process of industrial and artisanal production Blue Collar
1992-2012 Drivers of mobile machinery and means of transport Blue Collar
1990-1991 Transport equipment operators, except individuals Blue Collar
1992-2012 Fixed machinery operators Blue Collar
2013-2017 Industrial machinery operators, assemblers, drivers and transport drivers Blue Collar
1992-2012 Lower Level Administrative Workers Blue Collar
1990-2012 Armed forces, protection and surveillance workers Blue Collar
1990-1991 Direct workers in the industrial production process Blue Collar
2013-2017 Workers in elementary and support activities Blue Collar
1992-2012 Workers in the transformation industry Blue Collar
1990-1991 Workers in public services, except domestic Blue Collar
1990-2012 Domestic service workers Blue Collar
1992-2012 Workers in personal services in establishments Blue Collar
2013-2017 Workers in personal services and surveillance Blue Collar
1992-2017 Merchants, business employees and sales agents Informal
1992-2012 Street sellers Informal
1990-1991 Sellers without fixed establishment Informal
1990-1991 Sellers, dependents and sales agents Informal
2013-2017 Looking for a job Unemployed
1990-2017 Unemployed Unemployed
1992-2017 Insufficiently specified Unespecified
2002-2012 Younger than 12 years old Unespecified
2013-2017 Younger than 5 years old Unespecified
1990-1991 Not previously classified Unespecified
1990-2017 Not specified Unespecified
1990-1991 Administrators and owners of the agricultural sector White Collar
1990-1991 Senior public administration officials White Collar
1990-1991 Senior officials and private sector owners except agriculture White Collar
1992-2012 Officers and executives White Collar
2013-2017 Officers, directors and bosses White Collar
1990-2012 Control personnel in the industrial production process White Collar
1990-2012 Professionals White Collar
2013-2017 Professionals and technicians White Collar
1990-2012 Technicians White Collar
1992-2012 Intermediate administrative workers White Collar
1990-1991 Middle and lower level administrative workers White Collar
2013-2017 Auxiliary workers in administrative activities White Collar
1990-2012 Education workers White Collar
1990-2012 Art, sports and entertainment workers White Collar
2013-2017 Craft workers Informal
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Figure 19: Reletionship between Maxima, Minima, and Average Temperatures

Figure 20: Number of days in each temperature bin across climate zones

A.2. Temperature-related mortality across age groups

Our previous estimates show the different effects of extreme temperatures across oc-

cupations regardless of inherent inter-group characteristics. For instance, the results

consistently show that the least affected labor group is white-collar workers; however, is

this because of the occupation? or due to other characteristics inherent to white-collar

professionals? For instance, If age changes how temperature affects mortality, different

age structures between labor groups could drive our point estimates. This section assesses

the relationship between age, temperature, and mortality for the entire population and

works as a stepping stone to analyze how different age structures across labor groups

affect our results’ sensitivity.
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Table 3 shows the impact of extreme temperatures across eight distinct age

groups. The youngest group is kids smaller than ten years old and the oldest adults

older than seventy. The table only contains coefficients for the lowest and highest tem-

perature and temperature index bins. As expected, point estimates concentrate on the

first and last age groups. Regarding the contemporaneous temperature index model,

heat waves only increase the mortality of adults older than seventy, one day with a tem-

perature index value higher than four degrees celsius increases mortality by 1.7%. On

the opposite, cold waves have a more persistent effect across all age groups, affecting

kids younger than ten years old with a 0.6% increment in mortality and adults from

the ages of forty years old with increments between 0.4% and 0.8%. Only cold waves

increase mortality for the dynamic temperature index model, confirming the L shaped

curve relationship of previous results. A day in the lowest bin increases adults’ mortality

from fifty years old, with a minimum of 1.8% to a maximum of 8% depending on the age

group. For heatwaves, we find significant decrements in thirty days of cumulative mor-

tality for adults older than sixty. We hypothesize that this effect comes from avoidance

behavior and adaptation to heat shocks for the most sensitive individuals. Concerning

the contemporaneous effects of average temperatures.

Concerning the contemporaneous mortality of average temperatures, cold days

show mortality increments for kids and young adults. It is surprising to see that cold days

do not affect the mortality of adults older than sixty years old, suggesting that this overly

sensitive age-group has a better adaptation to extreme cold days. A day with average

temperatures below ten degrees celsius increases kids’ mortality by 1.3% and young adults

mortality between 0.3% and 0.7%. For warm days, mortality only increases for kids and

old adults, a day with average temperatures higher than twenty-eight-celsius increases
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Table 3: Impact of temperature on mortality across different age groups

< 10 (10-20] (20-30] (30-40] (40-50] (50-60] (60-70] > 70
Contemp. temperature index

First bin 1.006∗∗∗ 0.999 1.000 1.001 1.004∗∗ 1.007∗∗∗ 1.008∗∗∗ 1.008∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)
Eleventh bin 1.000 0.999∗ 0.999 0.999 1.001 1.001 0.999 1.017∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Dynamic temperature index

First bin 1.008 0.998 1.003 0.992 1.013 1.018+ 1.020+ 1.080∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.004) (0.005) (0.007) (0.009) (0.010) (0.011) (0.014)
Eleventh bin 1.009 0.996 0.992+ 0.990+ 0.997 1.010 0.981∗ 0.971∗∗

(0.007) (0.003) (0.004) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011)
Contemp. Temperature

First bin 1.013∗∗∗ 1.000 1.002∗ 1.005∗∗ 1.003+ 1.007∗∗∗ 1.001 0.999
(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Eleventh bin 1.005∗∗ 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.004∗ 1.000 1.004+ 1.031∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)
Dynamic Temperature

First bin 1.046∗∗∗ 1.007∗ 1.010∗ 1.024∗∗∗ 1.031∗∗∗ 1.042∗∗∗ 1.064∗∗∗ 1.156∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.003) (0.004) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011)
Eleventh bin 1.013∗ 1.003 1.009∗ 1.002 1.004 0.980∗∗ 0.979∗∗ 0.970∗∗

(0.006) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009)

Notes: ∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1. Ordinary least squares regressions of the log of the
number of deaths per municipality per day as a function of eleven different temperature and temperature
index bins. Point estimates are interpreted as multiplicative deviations, i.e., 1.01 is equivalent to a one
percent increase. Temperature bins jump in two degrees steps between ten and twenty eight degrees
Celsius. The first bin represents temperatures bellow ten and the last bin above twenty wight. For the
temperature index, bins increase in one degree steps from zero. The maximum bin represents deviations
larger than four degrees Celsius and the minimum smaller than five. Standard errors are clustered at
the municipality × month level.

mortality by 0.5% and 3.1%, respectively. Finally, the dynamic temperature model, the

effect of cold days is significant across all age groups, particularly for old adults. A

cold day increases thirty days cumulative mortality from a maximum of 15.6% for adults

older than seventy to a minimum of .07% for adolescents between ten and twenty years

old. Concerning warm days, the only mortality increments accrue to kids between zero

and ten and adults between 20 and 30, a day with average temperatures above twenty-

eight increases thirty days cumulative mortality by 1.3% and 0.9%, respectively. For old

persons, we see the same avoidance behavior we caught with heat waves.

The fact that age is such a strong determinant of mortality for the entire pop-

ulation increases the possibility that our labor estimates come from heterogeneous age
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structures and not from differences inherent to the occupation. We present the results

without controlling for age because they are informative on the impact of extreme tem-

peratures on the Mexican labor market under its current age structure. Moreover, from a

policy perspective, the raw estimates are interesting for implementing public protection

policies targeted at specific labor groups in periods of extreme temperatures.
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